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UN Studies

UN Reform and the Future of Global Governance

The authority and efficiency of the United Nations have weakened leading to a serious

deficit in global govemance．A United Nations with stronger representative and operational

powers is needed to construct the more open，inclusive，collaborative and effective

framework required for global governance in the 2 1 st century．China should and will play a

leading role in the UN’S future efforts．

China’s Public Diplomacy

The"China Story”and China’S International Image Chu Shulong

On the brightly·lit，intensely watched world stage，creating a positive international image

involves advancing“Chinese stories’’in the best manner possible and giving Chinese

views on the‘‘stories”that crop up．China’S international image requires precise

language，clear expression，and，above all，the best“stories”told well．

European Studies

The Greek Crisis and Prospects for European Integration ZhangJian

The enduring Greek crisis has bruised mutual trust and heightened unease between EU

members．It iS a reflection of deep—seated problems with，and conflict over,European

integration and involves harm inflicted on democratic principles，and the revival of

nationalism．However,the crisis has also demonstrated the Eurozone’S resilience and

abilitv to handle pressure．German．1ed policies of fiscal austerity and structural reform

have been protected．Integration will proceed in aroundabout manner．

An Analysis of EU-Japan Strategic Double-Track Talks Xin日ha

In March 2013．the EU and Japan opened two strategic negotiations—the EU—Japan

Strategic Partnership Agreement(SPA、talks and the EU—Japan Free Trade Agreement

(FTA)negotiations．Tlle EU has focused its aRention on FTA negotiations，but Japan is

more interested in security cooperation and SO has focused more on the EU．Japan SPA．

These strategic dual-track negotiations will also influence the strategic order and

eventually restrict EU—China relations．
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American Studies

The Surge in Popularity for Non-traditional Candidates：Implications for 2016 US Presidential

Elections Zhang Zhixin

The surge in popularity for non—traditional candidates ahead of the US 20 1 6 presidential

primaries is not only a reflection of the mentality of American society---——one that is

increasingly anti—establishment，anti-globalization and exclusionist——but it will also

have a significant impact on elections in several ways，including campaign

agenda—setting，competition between nominees，and，of course，the final election result．

International PolitiCS and Securitv

Reflections on Maritime Disputes and US．China Relations 凡砌 72

US—China tensions and distrust on maritime issues have been escalating in recent years．The

US’S pivot towards the Asia-Pacific region has only exacerbated mutual distrust．Many US

scholars and O伍cials have voiced concerns that a rising China will transform the status quo of

the Asia Pacific region．TlliS article will delve into the interactions between the two countries

on maritime security post-WorldⅥ栅II and offer some suggestions to ease tensions．

Private Military Companies and Their Influence on International Security

L／uBo＆Yang Tianna 84

Theboom in use ofprivate military companies is closely linked to the U．S．global strategic

blueprint as well as to the contemporary inclination toward outsourcing，the ambiguity in

international law,and today’S military insurgencies．As nations and separatist groups

continue their objectives in secret，the companies they hire contribute to threats to national

sovereignty,distort the criteria for legal access to war,violate human rights，hamper

predictions for conflict outcomes，and create regulatory chaos．

American Hegemony Decline and the Doha Dilemma——Analysis Based on the Theory of

Structural Power Tu Xinquan,Su Xiao＆Yao Yuan 100

No substantive progress has been achieved in the Doha Round of WT0 negotiations

since its launch in 200 1．At the root of this deadlock in mulfilateral trading talks iS the

power imbalance inherent in US hegemony decline．Using Susan Strange’S structural

power theory,the analysis finds several important changes that have affected the

vansformation ofAmerican structural power and WT0’S Doha Round．

Impact of Science and Technology on International Relations in the Di嚼tal Era

Alexey KBiryukov 114

Progress in science and technology developing concurrently with the global revolution in

information and the transifion to amultipolar world have thrust upon international relations the

imperative to establish a global technology alliance．Russia suggests that a universal，binding

instrument to guarantee the mmmafional information security and a code of behavior within

the global information space should be constructed under the aegis ofthe U11ited Nations．
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